Chevy entourage

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. It is covered by a limited warranty. Overall
a very poor experience. Price on our trade in was good. Price for the Jeep was too high, but
that's on me. If you buy a used car make sure you look at all details of what extra your car has.
They tell you in writing the car comes with electric door locks - that's a lie!! They tell you in
writing that you get one year free service with SiriusXM not true only 3 months. They say we will
call you on Monday bought on a Friday to make arrangement's to get the car back in for some
paint service touch ups and they never call us? My wife and I email them with questions and
they never respond? My wife was nice enough to bring in an extra key from our trade in and
complains about all of the above, yet no one gets back with us. John Stonesifer seems nice
enough, but has poor customer service and so does everyone we have dealt with at Wesley
Chapel. The best person in the world helped me his name is uncle Rueben. He was the sweetest
and most sincere person around. I strongly recommend going to see him if you need a vehicle.
He does everything he can to make sure you get what you need. Thank you Rueben. The best
dealer at least in Maryland if not nationwide. I have bought cars from at least a dozen other
dealers in my life and by far They don't nickel and dime you about everything. This is the first
time that a dealer gave me a full tank of gas and an oil change on a used car that I purchased, I
especially want to mention Tony Freeman, the used car manager. WOW, he is the best. Usually
when you buy a used car and if you have problems with it even within a few days, it is your
problem. But Tony, took care of every little problem like even getting me a new windshield wiper
and when I had to leave my car in the repair shop he gave me a brand new loaner car free of
charge. You do not get this kind of service and care even at a BMW dealer. If you are looking to
buy a car and especially a used car, ask for Tony Freeman and his team. I would buy all my
future cars from Fitzgerald and anyone i know I would recommend only Fitzgerald of
Gaithersburg. Went to them after we had obtained financing thru them. They had some really
nice trucks what I was looking for. After we arrived, we where treated very well. Bought a Dodge
Ram and am very happy with it. Other big named dealers need to take some lessons from them.
Gave us a free oil change as well since oil looked old. Def give them a try. Art K. Miamisburg
Ohio. Recent Arrival! Ed Voyles Honda is a local a family owned dealership that has had a great
relationship with our community for several decades. We make the car buying experience easy
and fast. Our customers drive out with piece of mind knowing they have a 3 month 3, mile
warranty on all qualified vehicles at no cost to them. Must print ad or mention you saw this price
on our website to receive quoted price. Subject to prior sale. If dealerships keep moving in this
fashion, they will eventually lose out on all future consumers. In particular, the finance manager
at this dealership Mr. Honda was offering between 1. I went into the dealership and was met by
the salesman named Leo, whom gave me all the details I needed in order to decide if I was
making a purchase. I was sold on the idea of a new Accord. Unfortunately, I agreed to let them
run my credit, the salesman quoted me numbers that I could agree to, and I was ready to
commit to a purchase. Then, on my credit monitoring app I noticed 5 hard inquires, none of
which were Honda Financial. Next step was to speak with financial manager Mr. Goins, this was
when the drama started. I went in to his office optimistic and excited about my quoted numbers
and the prospect of my purchase. They wasted my time which is valuable to me as well as made
it apparent that their bottom line is filling their pockets. My advice to anyone considering
purchasing a new Honda at Ed Voyles dealership, stay away, try another dealership which will
surely treat the consumer as a commodity and be straight forward with you and work to reach a
deal that makes all parties involved happy and not impact you negatively as my experience at
Ed Voyles Honda did. Enjoy the free social media promotion Ed Voyles. It has a five-speed
automatic transmission to help get the best fuel economy and performance out of its V6 engine.
Call today to make an appointment!! We offer great APR rates with no markups and we try our
best to help get every customer approved at affordable monthly payments. Our inventory
consists of wide verity of vehicles to cater every driver on the road. We have been in business
for over 28 years selling cars world wide. I was in the market for a used GL This was my first
used car buying experience since I had been leasing cars before. Prior to that I had almost
pulled the trigger on a few deals. Highline Motor Cars is located almost miles away from me so
when I saw the truck I wanted on Autotrader I had to check their reviews online. I called them
and spoke to Uncle Sal who assured me the truck was available and they will have it prepped for
me the following day. Upon reaching the dealership, as may reviewers have noted, you will
notice that the quality of the cars on their lot is top notch. They showed me the truck and unlike
other dealerships the truck was in immaculate condition with no funky smells as it had been
detailed. It drove well too and I decided to seal the deal that day. The pricing on the truck was
fair and I could not have asked for anything less, what I was prepared for were those pesky
dealer fees. Uncle Sal, to my surprise, was very transparent with his pricing. He explained to me

that they only take a fee that was way less than I anticipated and probably the least amount by
far I had been quoted by any dealer. At this point I was a happy camper but the financing part is
what blew my away. Uncle Sal ran my credit and he showed me the creditors I could choose
from and he asked me how many and which ones would I want to try. Once the results came
back he asked me which offer I preferred and after choosing the one I wanted he asked the
creditor to reduce the interest rate a bit which they did. You will not find this level of
transparency in most dealerships, including new car dealerships. Uncle Sal also gave me a 30
day warranty on the truck, including a guaranty that the truck will pass emissions, which it did.
Highline Motor Car is by far the best dealership experience I have had by far. I promised Uncle
Sal that I will always refer my family and friends to him and I will buy from him only going
forward. We have a large inventory of stellar used pre-owned vehicles from all makes and
manufacturers. To earn a spot on our lot, these used cars, trucks, SUVs, sports couples,
hybrids and minivans must be in excellent condition before we resell them. You'll get even more
reassurance when you purchase a Certified Pre-Owned CPO Honda just know it must pass
multi-point inspection by factory-trained technicians who use only genuine Honda parts or
replacement -- and you'll also get a fantastic warranty to prove how much Honda stands behind
these vehicles. No matter which pre-owned vehicle you choose at Tameron Honda Gadsden,
you'll find them at exceptional prices. Call us or visit Had a great experiance on my Pilot
purchase, Sales person worked with me and met all my needs. This had to be the fastest and
most efficient car buying experience we ever encountered. From Tom Internet Sales , replying to
our online inquiry quickly, Gary Showroom Salesman showing and explaining to us all the
features of the car we were interested in from bumper to bumper, and Ryan Finance Manager for
quickly getting our paperwork approved and processed to get us out the door. They exemplified
the meaning of Teamwork, I would recommend anyone to Advantage. It is equipped with a 5
Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Burgundy with a Tan interior. It is offered As-Is,
extended warranty is available. View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward
to hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as
to prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
Visit dealer for most current information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected
vehicle inventory, there may be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time
you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual
sale and delivery and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned
vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a
variety of reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting
title and ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should
contact the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you
qualify for. Pictures are for illustration purposes only. All vehicles subject to prior sales. See
dealer for details. MSRP may not be price at which vehicle is sold in trade area. It looks like the
only vehicles matching your search at this time are over miles away. Consider expanding your
search or save this search to get notified when matching inventory is available. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Filter Only show local listings. Search
radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price.
Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive
Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Are You Getting a Good Deal? No accidents. Know The Deal. Photo is
not available. Close Bentley Motors Inc. Dealer Review: I was in the market for a used GL Not
provided. Dealer Review: Had a great experiance on my Pilot purchase, Sales person worked
with me and met all my needs. New Listing Photo is not available. Five Star Dealer. Not Listed.
New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 52 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. We were lucky to find
this van with low miles at a great price! We've taken it on 3 long road trips and each time we
return we're even happier with the van. It's roomy and very comfortable to drive. This van has a
ton of power! Great for passing and for high speed driving. Our only complaints have been the
steering wheel shakes at higher speeds and there is a bit of a clatter when it's first started,
especially on cold days. Also having a difficult time keeping it aligned, always pulls a little to
one side even right after new tires and alignment. You can drive this van all day at 90mph and
it's perfectly content, doesn't feel like it's even working hard. The van also corners very well,
feels very stable on corners. It's easy to remove the middle row seats and the rear seats go right
into the floor. Great van! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. More about the Entourage. Overview Overview Most Popular. SE 4dr Minivan 3.
Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel drive Transmission 5-speed
shiftable automatic. Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3.
Power Feature Power Feature 1 one-touch power windows yes Power mirrors yes remote

keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel
level warning yes clock yes compass yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Rear hip Room
Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo
capacity Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place Ground
clearance 6. Drag Coefficient 0. Height Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to
the Entourage. Suspension Suspension four-wheel independent suspension yes multi-link rear
suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes MacPherson strut front suspension yes.
Warranty Warranty Basic 5 yr. Drivetrain 10 yr. Rust 7 yr. Roadside 5 yr. Inventory See
Entourage Inventory. Sign Up. Beige, premium cloth Beige, leather Gray, premium cloth Gray,
leather. See Entourage Inventory. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click
one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds
How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June in
Hyundai. Hyundai really is rolling out a lot of products, with the release of the Sonata, Azera,
Elantra, and a new Accent and Sonata on the way. Now Hyundai prepares to roll out its first
minivan for North America, the Entourage. The platform is supposed to be shared with the new
Kia Sedona, and power is expected to come from the same 3. Six airbags and side curtain
airbags will also be available. Hyundai really is gunning for the American and Japanese big
three with the release of it Sonata, and now the Entourage. And with everything the van has,
there's no reason why it wont become a class leader. Here's the Inside Line link. June They
have confirmed that it will have the 3. It is only going to be in long wheel base form. Rumor has
it that the Kia will have long and short wheel base models available. They are supposed to hit
dealers in January, so I'll expect to see it in March. You're right of course about power figures
not being released yet. I said hp because that is the hp rating of the 3. But whether it has hp or
not, I don't doubt the Entourage having more than adequate power. Its likely the Kia Sedona's 3.
Hyundai is really getting competitive, if the new Sonata is any indication. July Is there any word
on where it will be manufactured? August Anybody have new info or spyshots of the
Entourage? A minivan might be the next vehicle we end up getting as our first little one is on
the way. I'd definitely want to check out Hyundai's offering. Hey, congrats on the little one! I
don't know of any new info on the vehicle, and there aren't any spy shots anywhere on the web
This is quite an impressive achievement for Hyundai, as the vehicle will be available for
purchase early next year, and could debut at an auto show in as little as three weeks no
guarantees, though. There are usually uncovered insider spy shots by this point. We saw the
Santa Fe, for example, completely uncovered nearly two months ago -- a vehicle that is
scheduled to go on sale after the Entourage. If you'd like, I can develop a projection of the
vehicle's standard and optional equipment. I did a list for one of the Santa Fe threads
concerning the '07 model. Sadly, I'll have to update the listing by additional posts on this
website rather than edits , but it should give you a pretty good idea of what we're looking at.
Take care, Mike. Hey guys I made a mistake when creating this thread. The second should be
replaced by Santa Fe. So it now reads like this. Hyundai really is rolling out a lot of products,
with the release of the Sonata, Azera, Elantra, and a new Accent and Santa Fe on the way. Sorry
about it. I was thinking that keeping it hidden for this long is pretty impressive too. I appreciate
this offer, but we're not seriously looking at buying a new vehicle in the near term. But if you do
make those projections, I certainly would be interested in reading them. Thanks for the
response. This story appeared in Automotive News today: " Hyundai drops minivan plans
Automaker will concentrate on SUV, sport wagon Charles Child Hyundai Motor America said on
Friday that it has dropped plans to sell a traditional minivan next year. Instead, the company
says it will add a seven-passenger SUV. Later, it will offer a six-passenger sport wagon. Hyundai
wants to "stay appropriately differentiated from other brands. The minivan, dubbed the
Entourage, was scheduled for spring The Entourage was to have shared a platform with the Kia
Sedona. American consumers typically don't embrace rebadged vehicles, says John Krafcik,
vice president of product development and strategic planning. Hyundai is trying to carve out a
separate identify from affiliate Kia. Moreover, the minivan segment is stagnant, he says. The
vehicle will be powered by a 3. It will offer electronic stability control and side curtain airbags.
The sport wagon, due in , will offer a flexible interior for passengers and cargo, the company
said in a press release Friday. Wow, that was an odd coincidence with the timing of the recent
posts in this thread. Too bad. I'm sure the Kia Sedona will be a good vehicle to look into.
Thanks for passing that along. No word on whether or not navigation will be available, but other
niceties e. I bet the Kia dealers are cheering the cancellation news while the Hyundai dealers are
upset over not getting their own minivan. It has been reported many times on the press how
badly Hyundai dealers in the US wanted a minivan. Hyundai does sell two vans overseas, the
Trajet and H Both can be had with LHD. The Trajet is an average sized minivan, probably similar
to Sedona. Hyundai could have brought that to the US. September Guess its back to my original

list now With the dropping of the Minivan plans It is becoming less likely that I will stick with
Hyundai in the future. To bad as I'm on my 3rd Hyundai. Looks like it will be Honda or Toyota for
me in the near future. Since it was going to be a next-gen Kia anyway, why not get one of those?
Can't get NAV. October Go to autonews. I couldn't read it because i don't subscribe. However
that piece of information does revive this discussion somewhat. Here's a link to the Hyundai
press release about the re-emergence of the Entourage. Entourage Press Release :shades:
There's also some interesting info about a few other vehicles Hyundai has in the works for next
year or so. Its back on the list. Navigation combined with a long warranty, low price, and decent
features make it towards the top of the list, ahead of all the domestics. Could be a good thing.
Can you imagine the closeout prices on a Rendezvous??? But right now it seems like its
between the Sienna, Odyssey, and Entourage. November Do you think Hyundai is going to
rebadge and tinker with the upscale Korean Grand Carnival? That's what I'm thinking they will
do. I mean, the Grand Carnival seems to have pretty much all of the bells and whistles and
upscale refinements that you could want in a minivan already. They may do that rather than
bring the Grand Carnival over as a high-end Sedona which might have been badged as a
Sedona Limited, which was what I was predicting before the Entourage was back in the picture.
I'm really curious as to what the changed front and rear ends and the new instrument cluster
will look like. I wonder if they will reveal any of that before it actually gets to the dealers. And
when is "Spring" March, April, May? I spoke with a Hyundai dealer today. We both thought the
Entourage should be at the spring auto shows. One of my biggest needs is at least 8 seats. I
hope that they provide at least 8 seats with the Entourage or the option for it. Otherwise I will
probably buy an Odyssey. I looked at the spec of the Kia Sedona and if the Entourage is the
same size, it's interior is a lot smaller than the Odyssey. Are you looking at the dimensions for
the or the ? The is supposed to be substantially bigger than the , and from what I've read, the is
the same size as the Ody. The Hyundai will be very slightly larger than the Honda overall -- the
only clear disadvantage to the former is 3rd-row legroom. Those pictures of the Grand Carnival
indicate possibly eleven seats! Eleven Seats! So now come spring my list will consist of the
Odyssey, Sienna, Sedona, Entourage, and the Freestyle. Like some of you have stated I am
pondering the Hyundai Entourage over the Odyssey. I am not in a rush to buy a minivan so the
mid release of the Entourage is just fine. I know that its getting alot of rewards but I have been
burned by U. I don't want to go through that all again. Don't forget the warranty. And Odysseys
have problems too, including mine. Mine needed a new tranny at 70K, which Honda comped.
The most serious problem area seems to be with the CVT. I'll probably skip AWD because I live
in the south and don't need it. Hyundai cahanged their mind again and said they will go foward
with the entourage,i have heard this recently on the radio. December I'm looking forward to
seeing it, especially if it has Navigation available. Thanks for the pics! It looks pretty big on the
outside. This could be yet another homerun for Hyundai. These are very flattering pics of the
upcoming Entourage. Actually I see a lot of Sonata DNA or is it the new Hyundai "family design
lines" that is now finally part of their entire line up. Either way this is great news for the Circle H.
Their march towards success continues. First, I hope that the last two posts are being sarcastic.
The pictures of the vehicle on the website posted by Stockey1 are no improvement over the
styling of the Sedona. I mean, that front grille has no particular styling, not even as much as the
Sedona, and is basically boring and uninspired. While the new Sedona is nothing really special,
it is about average for minivans, and is certainly as good or better than the pictures on that
website. Second, I'm not so sure that the pictures on the website are the new Entourage. The
site specifically states it is the new Hyundai Trajet, a vehicle which has been sold for some time
in other places in the world other than North America. The Trajet pictured appears, in fact, to be
a slight modification in design from the current model. It is my sense that the Entourage is for
North American consumption, and I would hope that they will give it a styling that will appeal to
us. When Cosmai made the announcement that the Entourage was back on the books, he stated
that the Hyundai designers and production people in Korea and the U. If Hyundai isn't going to
simply rebadge a Sedona, I don't see why they would simply rebadge their own vehicle, ie.
Could be wrong, but I hope not, considering the looks of the Trajet. January I understand that
the prior generation Sonata was the underpinnings of the prior generation Trajet sold elsewhere
in the world, but that the new Entourage will be sold as the new larger Trajet in other markets. I
wonder if it will be sold as the Trajet in Canada? Trajet is a French word roughly equivalent to
"traveller" apparently. Glenn Arlt. Stay tuned for more news. Well, some photos have surfaced
that are causing a lot of confusion for those who are following the introduction of Hyundai and
Kia minivans. Upon careful analysis, this leads to three distinct possibilities: 1. The Entourage
will not be rebadged as the Trajet in Korea -- they'll either keep the current model a bit longer or
develop something else. The Entourage will have the same front and rear styling treatment as
the short -wheelbase Korean Sedona Carnival , but with a different interior design and, of

course, a longer wheelbase. The North American short-wheelbase Sedona will have separate
styling from the short-wheelbase Carnival. The Entourage will be different still. The source of all
the confusion? I'm leaning toward option 1 right now. I wonder if they are going to take the seat
Kia Grand Carnival with all of its upscale options and sell it as the Hyundai Entourage I guess
we will find out next week at the Chicago Show. I'll take that long warranty too. We'll find out
next week. I don't know, it just doesn't make sense that a company would design a different
front and rear end for the short wheelbase version of the same vehicle's long wheelbase
configuration. Kia didn't even design a different front and rear for the Grand Carnival, which is a
much fancier and more elaborate vehicle, with seating for 11, than the Carnival. I agree that a
Grand Carnival-equipped van as the Entourage would be perfect, although I, too, could do
without the seating for Part of the confusion seems to be based on the spy photos posted
earlier which claimed they were the pictures of the next Trajet, and many people apparently just
assumed that they were also pictures of what the Entourage was going to look like. But after
Cosmai made the announcement in October that the Entourage was back on, he said the
Hyundai designers went to work, with a short time frame to work with, to redesign the front and
rear of the new Sedona in order to differentiate the Entourage and be able to get it on the market
in the Spring of It doesn't seem like there would have been that much time pressure if Hyundai
was simply going to rebadge the Trajet, on which it must have been working already and for
some time on the design of the next generation. Could the current Kia spy photos be the next
generation of one of those? I look forward to the Chicago auto show in February. February Sign
In or Register to comment. Most Hyundai vehicles are equipped with keyless entry capabilities,
and the Entourage is no different. With your Hyundai vehicle, learn to set and reset the wireless
remote in just minutes from your driver's seat. This programming process leaves your remote
ready to use right away, and you can then set or reset the remote as often as necessary. Enter
your car with your remote, ignition key and jumper wires, then locate the data port underneath
your driver's side dashboard. Press and hold either the "Lock" or "Unlock" button on your
remote until the remote's LED light flashes. Release the button after the flash to complete the
programming process. Remove your jumper wires. Matthew Fortuna is a full-time freelance
writer with a journalism degree from Wayne State University, living in the Detroit metropolitan
area. Step 1 Enter your car with your remote, ignition key and jumper wires, then locate the data
port underneath your driver's side dashboard. Step 2 Connect terminal 4 to terminal 7 in the
data port using the jumper wires. Pictures provided by: coopey , wickey , seb , CarChecker ,
reck See all comments about this movie and its vehicles. Ferrari California. Pictures are
property of movie companies owner of the respective movies. Comments are property of their
authors. Home page. Chevrolet Corvette C6 Ep.
2012 jeep wrangler
shaw box hoist wiring diagram
2011 hyundai tucson owners manual
Chrysler C Stretched Limousine Ep. Club Car DS Ep. Ducati Ep. Eagle Model 15 Ep. Freightliner
FLA Ep. Harley-Davidson Chopper Ep. Harley-Davidson Custom Chopper Ep. Harley-Davidson
Softail Custom Ep. Harley-Davidson V - Rod Ep. Jeep CJ - 7 Ep. Kawasaki ZX - 6R Ep. KME
Predator Ep. Maybach 62 [ V ] Ep. MV Agusta F4 Ep. Piaggio Vespa Ep. Porsche Carrera 4S
Cabrio [ ] Ep. Porsche Carrera S Cabrio [ ] Ep. Porsche Cayenne [ ] Ep. Rolls-Royce Silver Spirit
Ep. Suzuki RMX Ep. Volvo Ep. Yamaha Ultima Ep. Comments about this movie See all
comments about this movie and its vehicles. Add a comment You must login to post comments
Page generated in 0. I have noticed from mbusa. In europe, s is not the same car as s in us. Eu
Spec s is equipped with 5,5 liter v8 engine which produces hp while s have 4,6 liter twin-turbo
engine which produces hp. S is not avaiable in europe BTW Ari came back to mercedes in last
episode. It was new CLS but i didn't recognize if it was or 63 amg Great show, great cars!

